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Sit tight and wait it out!

There’s been little-to-no movement in TD3C earnings over the
past week, still holding steady at USD 17,000 per day. Due to
the low rates and fairly long tonnage list, more compromised
tonnage was being utilised over the past week. Owners should
be expecting a quiet end to the week, before Saudi cargoes
become available from the middle of the month.

Reported VLCC floating storage is at its lowest level since July
2019, but with oil prices only having recovered slightly over
the past couple of days, the current contango pricing structure
may prompt increased floating storage, until prices increase
more significantly.

Rates for Suezmaxes on TD20 have been declining slightly
over the week by a point or two, to stand at WS 87.5. Earlier
in the week, there were a number or cargoes for early Feb
dates on WAF/East that failed VLCCs, going instead on
Suezmaxes. Yet, this activity hasn’t helped rates for
westbound vessels. TD6 has seen a correspondingly minor
decrease of a point, standing at WS 93. Despite the flat
outlook, Suezmaxes are still earning an average of USD
29,000 per day, the highest of the three crude tanker
segments. The same fortune cannot be said for Aframaxes in
the Med.

There’s little to report for TD19 as there have been no
significant changes to the Libya situation, although there are a
second round of talks between the two opposing parties soon,
production has slipped to just 180,000 bpd.

Aframaxes in the USG market have continued to make gains,
with earnings climbing to over USD 40,000 per day. However,
in the middle of the week, it was reported that 12 ballasters
had been drawn into making the transatlantic voyage. The
average for February so far is USD 31,000 per day, USD
10,000 per day up from the same period last year. Q1
earnings last year averaged just USD 21,000 per day, whereas
at current levels, Q1 is averaging over USD 60,000 per day.

Due to the quiet markets, delays in the Bosphorus are
averaging 1-2 days, down from anywhere between 3-5 days
back in early January when rates were considerably greater.

The HSFO/LSFO spread in Fujairah has narrowed by around
USD 30 per T, but this has been both a combination of a
slightly lower LSFO price, as well as an increased HSFO cost.
The spread there has seen a 60 per cent decrease from its
peak value at the beginning of January.

In the clean market, we’re looking at three straight weeks of
no movement in rates on TC1 and TC5. For LR2s, although
there have been some cargoes surfacing, the tonnage is there
to take it and owners have been looking at last done levels
once again. For the most part, LR2s aren’t performing well,
AG/UKC runs are down USD 1,000 per day on the week.
Whereas, LR2s in the Far East are relatively firm.

It’s still the same story for LR1s in the AG as well, the lack of
demand is keeping rates subdued at WS 92, and there is
unlikely to be any recovery soon. They are, however, seeing
some activity out of ARA to WAF, the market there looking a
bit tighter up at around WS 130.

MRs in the AG are steadily climbing, up WS 10 points on the
week, to stand at WS 142.5, which equates to around USD
12,000 per day. Rates sunk to their lowest since before the
October rate spike, so with demand picking up, MR owners
will be looking to climb out of these low levels. North Asia is a
much busier market for MR owners again this week. According
to our latest data there are 11 cargoes on offer. There hasn’t
been any serious gains, but Korea/USWC is on subs at USD
1.18 Mn.

In the UKC, there were fewer ballasters than expected, which,
along with the recent stormy conditions, has pushed rates up
to WS 165 for a TA voyage. AS well as this, despite a lot of
ballast tonnage moving into the market, the vessels have failed
to fully dilute the market and TC2 appears to be rallying for
end of the month dates.
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BDTI BCTI
13/02/2020 855 654

Δ W-O-W ↑Firmer ↑Firmer

BDA
(USD/LDT) TKR/LRG TKR/MED TKR/SML

This week 392.2 390.3 387.0

Δ W-O-W -2.1 -1.9 -1.6

BALTIC TCE DIRTY
### Route Qnt USD / Day Δ W-O-W

TD1 
ME Gulf / US 

Gulf
280,000 6,645 ↑Firmer

TD3C  ME Gulf / China 270,000 17,151 ↑Firmer

TD6  Black Sea / Med 135,000 28,044 ↓Softer

TD8  Kuwait / Sing. 80,000 9,212 ↓Softer

TD9  Caribs / US Gulf 70,000 43,087 ↑Firmer

TD14  Asia / Australia 70,000 13,869 ↓Softer

TD17  Baltic / UKC 100,000 37,929 ↑Firmer

TD20  WAF / Cont 130,000 29,997 ↓Softer

BALTIC TCE CLEAN
Route Qnt USD / WS Δ W-O-W

TC1 ME Gulf / Japan 75,000 7,947 ↑Firmer

TC2  Cont / USAC 37,000 15,481 ↑Firmer

TC5 ME Gulf / Japan 55,000 8,012 ↑Firmer

TC6
Algeria / EU 

Med
30,000 WS 198 ↑Firmer

TC7 Sing. / ECA 30,000 12,898 ↓Softer

TC8 ME Gulf / UKC 65,000 WS 24 ↑Firmer

TC9 Baltic / UKC 30,000 WS 210 ↑Firmer


